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We couldn’t do it without you!
Thank you to our funders & partners
for your support!
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President’s Message
2020-2021 was our virtual year. It was a year of simultaneously trying more new things
than should reasonably be possible. We learned to change strategies on a dime. We did a
lot of ‘making do’ and letting go of our expectations for artistic swimming. Everyone
learned new meaning for the words ‘trying our best’ when we could no longer recognize
the best.

Throughout it all though, our priority remained the same – for our sport to be the safe
place to belong that all of us could count on, no matter what changes came our way. Regardless of pandemic restrictions, we would each still be part of an artistic swimming team.
It took a very committed village to make this unusual year possible:
• Coaches learned whole new ways to choreograph physically distanced routines, became
•
•
•

•

film producers, and took primary responsibility for keeping everyone safe
Athletes showed up for practice and trained knowing that virtual competitions would be
a mere shadow of what they were used to
Officials learned to judge video routines with wildly varying standards, baring little resemblance to routines of our era, and always found positive feedback for every athlete
The BCAS Board addressed policy change after policy change to keep up with rapidly
adjusting protocols within artistic swimming, provincial health orders, and the sport sector while grappling with rising expectations of sport governance and safe sport
Club Executives stepped up to keep clubs running, implement safety protocols, manage
precarious finances, help parents understand the reality of sport in a pandemic, and
deal with the myriad decisions required with little notice of change from one week to
the next

Throughout it all, the BCAS staff – Jennifer Keith, Tanya Magee, and Disa Fladmark – were our steadfast navigators
through the very choppy waters of artistic swimming in 2020-2021, managing every new change with professionalism,
dependability, and sharp attention to detail.
This year was perhaps a study in resilience that none of us were looking for. But, my goodness, we made it and there
were many moments to be proud of, to find joy, to learn, and always to belong.
So now we turn our attention to the new year ahead with renewed commitment to our goals: to GROW participation,
PROFESSIONALIZE our organization, and ASPIRE to excellence.
Let’s Go!
RaeAnne Rose
President
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Our Commitments

Our Declaration
Our athletes are the heart of our community.
We nurture collaboration, life-long learning and sport for life.
We strive for innovation, excellence and integrity in and out of the pool.
We celebrate our collective journeys honouring our past, present and future.
We foster growth.
We believe in fulfillment.
We welcome everyone.
We are a vibrant community.
Joy...Unity...Movement...Passion

Our Values
We are connected as a True Sport COMMUNITY
We strive for EXCELLENCE
We offer INCLUSIVE programs
We act with INTEGRITY
We communicate RESPECTFULLY

Our Strategic Objectives
GROW Participation
Increase participation in artistic swimming through growth and retention.

PROFESSIONALIZE our Organizations
Develop resources, capacity, and commitment to professionally deliver our sport.

ASPIRE to Excellence
Realize measurable achievement within out artistic swimming community.
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The BCAS Team

Board of Directors
President
Vice-President
Director of Finance

RaeAnne Rose
Rhonda Vanderfluit
Ann Stirrat

Directors

Marina Chekunova
Mandy Curtis
Elise Fagnan
Anne-Marie North
Carol Stewart

Staff

Executive Director
High Performance Coordinator
Sport Development Director
Sport Services Coordinator

Jennifer Keith
Tanya Magee
Tanya Magee
Disa Fladmark

Many of our members serve on BCAS Committees and Working Groups
Alina Aref’yeva
Erin Fitchett
Katie Hopp
Melinda Markser
Carly Schmitt
Rosilyn Tegart

Camille Bowness
Heather Gardiner
Tina Naveri
Loretta Pederson
Brenda Scott
Jordan Wuest

Meng Chen
Carly Helgason
Jessica Nemlander
Deb Provencher
Lisa Spaven
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Executive Director
There is no debate that the 2020-2021 season was one for the books and one that we will
always remember. It can only be characterized as ‘expect the unexpected’ and the unexpected
was regularly around the next corner. While there is a lot that can be said about the impact of
the COVID-19 pandemic on our sport, our communities and our society, I don’t feel the need to
rehash our challenges and our overwhelming success despite the barriers we faced. Instead, I
would like to focus my reflections on the progress we made in a number of key areas.
While overshadowed by the global pandemic, the EVOLVE Initiative was a major milestone for
our organization over the last two years. Not only did it provide the support we didn’t know we
needed as we faced the pandemic, but it laid a solid foundation for our future. Further to that,
it unknowingly prepared us to move our new strategic objectives forward: GROW Participation,
PROFESSIONALIZE our Organizations, and ASPIRE to Excellence.
The EVOLVE Initiative focused on 6 key topics that included a multitude of interventions:
1. FOUNDATION: Organizational development of BCAS and members clubs to support effective
leadership in artistic swimming.
2. INTERVENTION: Developing effective communications and conflict management skills.
3. GROWTH: Supporting coaches in better understanding and activating positive coaching strategies.
4. PREVENTION & ENVIRONMENT: Activating safe sport mandates and creating the conditions to be the organization
we aspire to be.
5. SHARING: Considering new strategies to share learnings and experiences showcasing artistic swimming in BC.
6. IMPACT MEASUREMENT: Measuring the impact of EVOLVE interventions on the culture of artistic swimming in BC.
Our hope was to develop the tools and resources to delivery quality sport and to share them with our members. To
help our members to feel confident in modelling skillful communications and empowered to effectively manage conflict. To ensure coaches understand how to coach through a values-based—or True Sport—lens and to confidently
adopt and apply growth mindset philosophies and understand their role in developing ethical literacy. And finally, to
provide our members with the tools and knowledge to advocate for a healthy sport environment.

The intended outcome of these interventions was ultimately to collaborate in creating a high trust culture which will
improve the quality of the sport experience, attract and retain more participants, and reduce social barriers that deter
participation. This was incredibly aspirational given the 18-month funding window in which we were to measure the
impact and effect social change.
I continue to be inspired by our members and to appreciate their dedication to artistic swimming. This was evident as
they worked with us to adapt to the pandemic barriers but even more evident that they created space for personal
and professional development during such a challenging time. And so, the project evaluators from Ottawa University
found that our work exposed a broad base of members to a variety of interventions, created more self-awareness and
opportunity for members to reflect on how they contribute to our culture, and produced new opportunities to share
information, including peer and shared experiences.
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Executive Director
The evaluators further concluded that:
While there remains work to be done and change takes time, the EVOLVE Initiative has initiated important conversations within the BCAS organization about the need for the creation of a safe and inclusive environment for
those in the community. There is an awareness present of changes that need to be made but this awareness
has, in general, not yet translated down into measurable action.
The data further identified that those who participated in the interventions are actively implementing new and different strategies that contribute to a more positive sport environment. All survey respondents noted that EVOLVE has
helped them to communicate more effectively, enabled them to better manage issues and conflict, allowed them to
embed positive coaching practices and helped them to create fair, safe, open and inclusive spaces.
From my perspective as the project lead responsible for activating the EVOLVE Initiative, we achieved more than we
expected in such a short time. And we did so with the unexpected barriers created by a global pandemic. We still have
a ways to go but we’ve build a foundation on which to continue to nurture trust, transparency and to continue to help
our culture and sport evolve. Together, we have made the choice to be and do better and that inspires me to continue
to support our sport, athletes, coaches, officials and volunteers as we embark on the next leg of this journey. I’m
excited that Canada Artistic Swimming and our provincial partners have joined us on this odyssey through RISE UP—a
national call to action for all members to place safety and inclusivity at the forefront of our decisions and actions.
So what did we achieve in the midst of a pandemic? We laid the foundation and set new expectations for how artistic
swimming is delivered and how our members can collectively thrive in a safe, welcoming, and inclusive community.
Not too shabby!! My hats off to our members, our Board and our staff for being vulnerable and willing to learn
alternative and better ways to do what we do.
The future is incredibly bright for artistic swimming in BC!

Jennifer Keith
Executive Director
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EVOLVE Interventions
FOUNDATION—BCAS: Organizational development BCAS requires to foster a shift in culture.
Statement of Purpose, Strategic Plan, Stakeholder Mapping, System Tools, Conduct Policy Suite, LGBTQI2S+ Readiness, Accessibility Audit, Governance Workshop, Communications Workshop, Coach Advance Sessions, True Sport
Activation Workshop

FOUNDATION—Clubs: Organizational development clubs requires to foster a shift in culture.
Statement of Purpose, True Sport Engagement, Welcome to EVOLVE, Presidents’ Meetings, Regisration Webinars,
Return to Sport Webinars & Training, Club Operations Policy
INTERVENTION: Interpersonal communication skills and conflict management.
Intro to Conflict Management, Managing Conflict for Success, Advance Coach Discovery, BCAS Comms Workshop,
Club Comms Pilots, BCAS Board Communications Agreement, Provincial Communications Agreement
GROWTH: Interventions for coaches to support acquiring and implementing new, positive coaching strategies.
True Sport Engagement, Intro to Growth Mindset, The HOW: Growth Mindset in Everyday Coaching, Empowering
Youth in Mental Health Preparation, The HOW Coaches Working Group, AquaGO! Instructor training, Re-imagining
Artistic Swimming in BC, Active Mobility, Growth Mindset & Positive Coaching Strategies Panel, Active Flexibility,
Growth Mindset Working Group, Advance Coach, HP Coach Mentorship Program, Aspirational Coaching Model,
Dream BIG Start Small, Ignite Virtual Training Program, Coach Development Pathway training, Peer-Sharing
PREVENTION & ENVIRONMENT: Successful practices, resources, and tools for safe and inclusive sport.
Safe Sport Program, Safe Sport Resource Page, Water Safety, Shallow Water Blackout training, Return to Artistic
Swimming, INtro to INclusion, Breath Control Training, True Sport Working Group, EDI Committee, Trans Inclusion
Policy, Commit to Kids training, Conduct Policy Renewal, Inclusive Leadership training, Concussion Policy training,
Coach Certification Standards, Complaints Reporting Process, Club Operations Policy
SHARING: Promoting EVOLVE and activations, encouraging participation, disseminating learnings, community engagement.
Welcome to EVOLVE, Re-Imagine 2020, Growth Mindset Working Group, Brand Awareness, Competition Etiquette
Banner/Graphic, True Sport Branding, Mind Shift Blog, Club Comms Pilots, EVOLVE Outcomes presentation, Board
and Provincial Comms Agreements. PEER-SHARING: Growth Mindset Working Group Share, Club Communications
Pilot Share
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2020-2021 In Numbers

16 Member Clubs

434 Athletes

BC Aquasonics

Ravensong Waterdancers

Caprice Artistic Swimming

Vancouver Masters

Kamloops Sunrays

Vernon Silhouettes

Kelowna Dolphins

Van Isle Masters

Nanaimo Diamonds

Victoria Synchro

Maple Ridge Artistic Swimming West Coast Masters

32 Trained Officials

Pacific Wave Synchro

University of BC

Prince George Water Lilies

University of Victoria

1 Global Pandemic
3,633 Video Submissions
13 Coach Professional Development Opportunities
2 AquaGO! Instructor Courses
272 Coach PD Session Participants

62 Coaches

8 Sport Services Program Participating Clubs
34 CSI Pacific Carded Athletes
10 CSI Pacific Carded Coaches
5 High Performance Virtual Training Sessions

128 Volunteers

44 High Performance Virtual Training Participants
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Sport Development
When we wrapped up that unprecedented (there’s that word again!) 2019-2020 season, I had no clue what 20202021 would bring. None of us did! We were in a time of uncertainty which is still with us today. Without the amazing team of women that I get to work with on a daily basis, the monumental task of running the 2020-2021 season
would not have been possible. Jennifer, Disa, RaeAnne, our entire BCAS Board of Director were not going to let the
season pass without giving it our all, and neither was I. We made plan after plan…and then changed plan after plan.
It was not easy but we worked hard to provide a framework that helped our coaches and clubs run programs that
provided a safe space for athletes through one of the toughest years of all our lives. Like last season, I am not going
to focus on what we missed in 2020-2021 and I am choosing to focus on what we accomplished!
Coach Professional Development continued to be a priority in 2020-2021 and we have emerged as leaders in the
country for the type of professional development opportunities that we are offering. Here is a list of the 10 specific
events that BCAS ran in the 2020-2021 season:
• Annual Summit
• Intro to Inclusion – Andrea Carey, INclusion INcorporated
• Growth Mindset & Positive Coaching Strategies Panel – Cari Din, PhD
• Managing Conflict for Success – Nadia Kyba
• The HOW: Breath Control Training – Tyler Huston
• Inclusive Leadership – Andrea Carey, INclusion INcorporated
• Year-End Club Meeting
• Safe & Welcoming Sport – Jennifer Keith
• Coach Development Pathway – Kara Heald, CAS
• True Sport Activation

I would be remiss if I didn’t take a moment to thank our Masters swimmers, coaches and clubs for their patience
and resilience during this challenging season. This group was out of the pool for the entirety of the season returning
only in the Spring of 2021 and I want to acknowledge the difficulty of that. It is encouraging to see the numbers
flourishing in many regions as the new season starts and I am happy you are back in the pool.
Canada Artistic Swimming quickly adapted its AquaGO! training to an online platform at the end of the 2019-2020
season. We were able to continue to train additional BC coaches in 2020-2021 through 2 online courses. We are
excited to see clubs benefiting from this training as they begin to role out the program in the ‘new normal’.
After the 2020 BC Summer Games were cancelled, we are thrilled that planning is underway for the 2022 Games in
Prince George! In the Spring of 2021, Tina Naveri stepped in as our new Provincial Advisor. Her experience and understanding of the Games is like no one else in the artistic swimming community and we are thrilled she is volunteering her time to help make these Games special for our athletes. Disa Fladmark and Nicole Barager will serve as
the Sport and Assistant Sport Chairs, respectively. These positions are responsible for the actual event logistics and
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Sport Development
delivery. We cannot wait for the Games to begin in July 2022!
During the 2020-21 season, BCAS was successful in securing sport development grants to support artistic swimming
delivery at the grassroots level. We were fortunate to secure 2 grants that directly support club development:
1.

2.

The Maple Ridge BC Games Legacy Fund provided direct support to the newly formed Maple Ridge Artistic
Swim Club ensuring that they will be well represented at the 2022 BC Games and beyond. The fund supported the club in purchasing its sound system.
BC Games Sport Partner Fund is providing direct support to 3 targeted clubs whose viability is directly linked
to artistic swimming retaining its core sport status with the BC Games: Nelson Reflections (Zone 1), Maple
Ridge Artistic Swim Club (Zone 3) and Prince George Waterlilies (Zone 8). As the sole club in their zone, these
clubs play a critical role in artistic swimming being recognized by the BC Games Society. Funding and activations have been tailored to address the unique challenges and needs of each organization/zone.
The Sport Services Program was modified in 2020-2021 in response to
COVID-19. While we were not able to have regional coaches conduct
club visits, our clubs were able to use sport services funding to provide
other athlete development services that provincial stream and recreation athletes and coaches may not otherwise access such as sport psychology, mental training, nutrition education, strength & conditioning,
flexibility training, etc. This years funds were used for mental performance training, nutrition education, acrobatics and highlights training,
ballet/yoga and breath control training.
Before closing, I wanted to take the time to welcome the Maple Ridge
Artistic Swim Club to our community! The leadership and passion of
both Teri-Marie Kempter and Kacey Perrett to get a club up and running
during a pandemic as been a pleasure to witness. If you have not done
so, be sure to check out their social media posts to see what they have
been up to since the start of their inaugural 2021-2022 full season.

As I reflect on 2020-2021, I can only get excited for 2021-2022 as it has already shown itself to be a year of change,
growth and opportunity. As we EVOLVE, I look forward to continuing to learn from all opportunities that arise and
to celebrate our victories, big or small!
Good luck to the athletes, coaches, officials, Club Executives and all our amazing members!
Tanya Magee
Sport Development Director
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Registration Statitics

Athlete Assistance Program

Total Membership
967

911

656

TOTAL MEMBERSHIP

2020-21

2019-20

2018-19

Athletes

434

596

649

Coaches

62

82

75

Officials

32

30

24

Other (Associates + Volunteers)

128

203

219

911 6%

967 12%

656

28%
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Registration Statitics

Athlete Assistance Program

649

596

434

ATHLETES

NS

PS

MA Comp

Ltd Comp

Adaptive

Youth Rec

MA Rec

Short-Term

CUASL

TOTAL

2018-19

53

158

51

32

1

178

47

92

37

649

2019-20

54

141

46

53

1

178

46

31

46

596

2020-21

60

121

22

17

0

46

62

81

21

434

Coach Membership

Officials Membership
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High Performance

2020-21 marked my first year as the High Performance Coordinator and without much opportunity to acclimatize, I
jumped in to begin pivoting toward the “new normal”. With facilities unwilling to give us permits and a hesitancy to
bring people together during a pandemic, the Ignite Provincial Program adapted to the altered climate with
programming and delivery modifications. In moving to an online delivery platform, we were able to create opportunities for more national stream athletes to benefit from high performance training through the winter, spring and
summer. And so, selection camps, training camps and summer training/competition turned into 5 virtual group
training sessions, 4 progressive at-home training programs, personalized or small group training opportunities with
IST experts, and an at-home summer training program.
The modified program was development with 3 specific priorities:
1.
2.
3.

To enhance preparation for provincial and national selection camps
To target flexibility and strength skills that CAS identified for 2021 National events
To develop skills identified for National Team scouting and selection

Our 2020-21 Integrated Service Team (IST) included an impressive team:
Flexibility & Movement Specialist
Inga Gillyer: Former Ukrainian national team athlete, Olympian, and NCAA All-American whose coaching experience has produced Olympians, National Champions, and State Champions.
Strength & Conditioning Coach
Jermaine John-Archer: Experienced dancer and exercise physiologist who led the ArtisticSTRONG Program as a
strength & conditioning coach at Fortius Sport & Health. Artistic sport specialist working with national and Olympic
athletes and artists in a wide range of local, provincial, national and international settings.
Artistic Swimming Coach & Lead Mentor
Biz Price: This world renown artistic swimming coach and choreographer led Team Canada to medals at every
Olympic Games from 1984 to 2000 after retiring as an athlete of the Canadian National Team. Since then, she has
worked with a number of top synchro nations including Spain and China resulting in Olympic medals. When she
joined British Synchro in 2007, she led the team to its highest ever ranking at the 2012 Olympics.
At the end of the 2021 season, BC Artistic Swimming announced
plans for a new High Performance Coach Mentorship Program
which aims to develop the next generation of high-performance
coaches in BC. This program will support coaches by nurturing
the technical, tactical, and psycho-social skills needed to develop
future high-performance athletes. In the summer of 2021, we
began the process of accepting applications to the program
which will run in the 2021-2022 season.
Led by Biz Price, the HP Coach Mentorship Program will create a
collaborative and reciprocal learning environment that focuses
on identifying and achieving mutually defined goals for the
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High Performance

continued development of skills, abilities, knowledge, leadership, and critical thinking. Coaches will learn to take
ownership of their personal and professional growth with a clear understanding of "what it takes to win" at the provincial, national, and international levels.
Participant coaches and their home clubs will benefit from this investment in BC coaches as the leadership skills and
coaching style will translate into the club setting while BCAS' Ignite Provincial Program will mentor the next generation of high-performance leaders.
By administering the Canadian Sport Institute Pacific Carding Program in partnership with CSI-Pacific and viaSport,
BCAS provides annual support to eligible athletes and their artistic swimming aspirations. Athletes are selected
based on the prior season’s competition results and selection to provincial and national high performance programs. The program benefits for CSI-carded athletes include access to training facilities, reduced rates on food and
equipment, medical resources and grants and bursaries. More information about the program can be found on the
CSI website.

The 2021-2022 season is already underway with the HP Coach Mentorship Program ramping up and a Canada Artistic Swimming National Team Development Camp in Surrey in October. I am excited to see how our Ignite Program
rebounds in the post- pandemic era and how hosting a National Team Development Camp ignites the fire in our
athletes!
Through collaboration with our National Steam clubs, we look forward to developing a High Performance program
that prepares of our coaches and athletes for the 2025 Canada Summer Games and their National Team aspirations.
Tanya Magee
High Performance Coordinator
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CSI-Carding Program

Athlete Assistance Program

In 2021, BC Artistic Swimming named 34 athletes and 10 coaches to the CSI-Carding Program creating
opportunities to access training and development support from regional and provincial training centres.

CANADIAN DEVELOPMENT
Nancy Liu (PWS)

Sasha Nixon (CAP)

PROVINCIAL DEVELOPMENT LEVEL 1
Kaitlyn Aylesworth (VIC)

Maia Bell-McLenan (VIC)

Nadia Curtis (KAM)

Kayla Drew (BCAQ)

Keira Fawcett (KAM)

Zara Herbert (BCAQ)

Hanna Kryworuchko (PWS)

Mara Lambert-Wilson (VIC)

Preet Lehal (BCAQ)

Kate Liebe (KAM)

Alexandra Maliapen (CAP)

Hannah McDonagh-Proud (VIC)

Mia Pismestrovic (BCAQ)

Paige Pomeroy (KEL)

Zuleida Rodriguez (BCAQ)

Seray Sefayi (PWS)

Georgia Springate (BCAQ)

Daisy Vasquez (BCAQ)

Kianna Vasquez (BCAQ)

Annie Wang (BCAQ)

PROVINCIAL DEVELOPMENT LEVEL 2
Karina Aujla (CAP)

Keily Hutt (PWS)

Kiana Jepson (NAN)

Margarita Kravriotis-Escuer (PWS) Madison Le (CAP)

Naomi Madokoro (CAP)

Neveah Manuel-Hearn (KAM)

Alayna Michieli (CAP)

Elizabeth Tatarnikov (CAP)

Emma West

Yameng (Moe) Zhang (PWS)

Ashley Zhou (BCAQ)

Alina Aref’yeva (CAP)

Meng Chen (PWS)

Catharine Edwards (NAN)

Disa Fladmark (KAM)

Olena Foschevska (VIC)

Tara Gant (VIC)

Samantha Lankmayr (BCAQ)

Tanya Magee (BCAQ)

Tina Naveri (KAM)

COACHES

Rosilyn Tegart (PWS)
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Competitions
I struggle to find the appropriate sentence to summarize the 2020-2021 competitive season. It was completely different, stressful, chaotic, and somewhat lack-luster, but everyone; coaches, athletes, officials, volunteers and BCAS staff
came together and did their absolute best amidst the most difficult time that many of us have lived through. We are
now well-versed on the technical knowledge to hold virtual competitions. We came out with stronger connections as
we worked together in new ways. Most importantly, we kept our athletes competing in a meaningful, if different, way.
Our Officials really stepped up to the plate this season in adapting to our new competition format. A special thank you
goes to Carol Stewart and Iris Escalante who participated in all seven virtual meets that would not have run without
their contributions. Thank you to all the officials who participated in our provincial competitions as well as the CAS
competitions—that was a lot of screen time for everyone!
Also, a special thank you for our Video Review Panel—Carol Stewart, Meghan Henrickson, and Katie Hopp—who
meticulously reviewed all video submissions to ensure compliance with COVID-19 protocols.
Lastly, I want to recognize the extraordinary commitment of our coaches who not only trained athletes in ways that
counter their basic artistic swimming instincts—distanced, with minimal movement or travel, and no contact or
acrobatics—but also took on the challenge of creating mini competitions in their club environment. For every video
that was reviewed, a coach was behind the camera serving as director, producer, and collator of submissions. Kudos to
all of you!
The passion, dedication and perseverance of our members led to our success despite challenging circumstances. As a
result, BCAS achieved several milestones: its first completely virtual competition, maintaining the provincial competition framework including all seven meets, and engaging out-of-province officials and clubs from as far as New Brunswick to participate.
Competition

Judges

Participants

Videos

Training Meet 1

23

107

884

Training Meet 2

23

125

1,116

NS Provincial Qualifier

17

55

275

NS Provincial Championship

13

54

272

Training Meet 3

9 (2 OOP)

100

424

PS Provincial Qualifier

15

112

336

Total Videos

PS Provincial Championship

11

97

326

3,633

I look forward to the upcoming season. While we will not be completely back to our traditional competition model, it
will be wonderful to be back on deck to watch athletes perform live and in person.
Disa Fladmark
Sport Services Coordinator
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National Competitions
Despite the barriers and challenges of COVID-19, BC was proudly represented at national and international virtual
competitions during the 2020-2021 season! Congratulations to all BC athletes and coaches for your perseverance
under the incredibly unusual circumstances and for aligning with our national competition guiding principles.

FINA Artistic Swimming Virtual Challenge
2. Nancy Liu, Pacific Wave Synchro

2021 Virtual National Qualifier
13-15 Figures—Top 75: 16. A. Maliapen (CAP) 30. A. Zhou (PWS) 54. V. Tseng (PWS) 58. V. Lou (PWS) 60. N. Curtis (KAM)
60. A. Xu (PWS) 75. E. Sha (PWS)
13-15 Solo: 11. L. Zhou (PWS) 24. N. Curtis (KAM)
13-15 Duet: 13. Tseng/Xu (PWS)
13-15 Team: 9. Pacific Wave 13. Victoria
Junior Solo Technical: 17. M. Bell-McLenan (VIC) 18. K. Hutt (PWS) 24. K. Fawcett (KAM)
Junior Solo Free: 7. N. Liu (PWS) 20. M. Kravariotis-Escuer (PWS)
Junior Duet Technical: 12. Hutt/Liu (PWS) 19. Tatarnikov/Le (CAP) 21. Bell-McLenan/Baillie-Dix (VIC) 23. Wang/Lehal (BCAQ)
Junior Duet Free: 7. Hutt & Liu (PWS) 16. Curtis & Liebe (KAM)
Junior Team Technical: 10. BCAQ 11. Caprice 13. Caprice
Junior Land Routine: 21. Zi Han (Cathy) Rong (CAP)
Senior Solo Technical: 2. S. Sefayi (PWS)
Senior Solo Free: 4. S. Sefayi (PWS)
Senior Duet Technical: 1. Aylesworth & Lambert-Wilson (VIC)
Senior Team Technical: 2. Victoria Synchro
Combo: 3. Victoria Synchro

2021 Virtual Canadian Championships
13-15 Figures—Top 75: 5. A. Maliapen (CAP) 8. A. Zhou (PWS) 16. A. Xu (PWS) 26. V. Lou (PWS) 31. N. Curtis (KAM)
44. F. Chew (VIC) 53. E. Sha (PWS) 55. V. Tseng (PWS) 69. C. Berretta (PWS) 74. S. Ponce de Leon (VIC)
13-15 Solo: 4. L. Zhou (PWS) 14. N. Curtis (KAM)
13-15 Duet: 10. Tseng/Xu (PWS)
13-15 Team: 8. Victoria
13-15 Land Routine: 12. L. Zhou (PWS) 22. V. Lou (PWS) 42. E. Sha (PWS) 43. A. Xu (PWS) 70. C. Qin (PWS) 74. V. Tseng (PWS)
79. C. Berretta (PWS) 110. C. Herrick (PWS)
Junior Solo Technical: 7. S. Nixon (CAP) 12. K. Hutt (PWS) 15. M. Bell-McLenan (VIC) 16. H. Kryworuchko (PWS)
21. K. Fawcett (KAM)
Junior Solo Free: 5. N. Liu (PWS) 10. S. Nixon (CAP) 17. H. Kryworuchko (PWS) 22. M. Kravariotis-Escuer (PWS)
Junior Duet Technical: 11. Hutt/Liu (PWS) 15. Wang/Lehal (BCAQ) 18. Tatarnikov/Le (CAP) 19. Bell-McLenan/Baillie-Dix (VIC)
Junior Duet Free: 7. Hutt & Liu (PWS) 17. Curtis & Liebe (KAM)
Junior Team Technical: 6. BCAQ 9. Caprice 11. Caprice
Junior Land Routine: 5. N. Liu (PWS) 38. Zi Han (Cathy) Rong (CAP)
Senior Solo Technical: 3. S. Sefayi (PWS)
Senior Solo Free: 4. S. Sefayi (PWS)
Senior Duet Technical: 1. Aylesworth & Lambert-Wilson (VIC)
Senior Team Technical: 1. Victoria Synchro
Combo: 3. Victoria Synchro
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BC Officials
The Officials in BC had another unique season. Despite having no in person competitions, there were many virtual
events creating opportunity for all provincial officials to participate in a meaningful way.
At each virtual event hosted in BC, our statistician Sharon Devana, evaluated and assessed our Provincial Officials.
Twenty-two Judges were evaluated, 17 Level 1 and 2, and 5 Level 1 in-training. Her final report concluded that the
agreement between judges on the panels improved as the season progressed. A positive outcome given we were
tasked with navigating the new and unchartered virtual competition setting.
Just as the in-province events were in online, so were the national competitions. CAS invested in a new virtual judging program so that officials across the country had the ability to watch routines and score live. Those that participated had to ensure they had the right equipment and a strong internet connection. It was a learning experience
for all, and opens up the potential for running future virtual nationwide events. Several BC officials participated in
these events including Heather Archer (judge), Lisa Balcombe (judge, feedback coordinator), Christina Demiris
(judge), Louise Kennedy (virtual judge leader), Trish Mckay (judge), and Madeleine Ramsay (judge).
To continue our focus on officials recruitment and retention, a status and availability survey was conducted. BC Officials that were active in recent years were invited to participate, and the results collected will be used to help to
inform future recruitment and retention activities.
We are proud that BC officials continue to be invited to and involved with artistic swimming events and projects
across Canada and around the world. To name a few from the 2020-21 season:
Heather Archer—Level V, retired FINA A, former Olympic Judge
Judge, Virtual Artistic Swimming Competition, Curacao
Judge, Virtual Junior Duet National Selection Competition, Costa Rica
Lisa Balcombe, FINA G
Member, National Officials Committee
Timer, Virtual FINA Artistic Swimming World Series Event #4, Canada
Judge, Saskatchewan Artistic Swimming Virtual Event Series, SK

Louise Kennedy, FINA A, former Olympic Judge
Judge, National Duet Olympic Qualifier Selection, Sweden
Lead Coordinator, FINA Evaluator Project
FINA Rules Consultant
FINA Innovation Project Consultant
Member, CAS External Relations Committee
Chair, CAS International Officials

Christina Demiris
Chair, BC Officials Committee
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Safe Sport
BC Artistic Swimming’s vision is an inclusive and accessible sport community inspiring excellence. We
are committed to leading from our values of ethical, inclusive sport. In so doing, we are committed to
several important initiatives that collectively support a Safe Sport mandate.
To learn more, please visit our Safe Sport Resources page.
Commit to Kids (C2K) provides policies, strategies, and a step-by-step plan to help
reduce the risk of sexual abuse happening within child-serving organizations. All BCAS
Board Members and staff, including part-time or casual technical staff, are required to
complete the Commit to Kids training.
All British Columbians should have the opportunity to participate in sport that is safe, inclusive, and free from all forms of maltreatment. As part of its commitment to ensuring sport
is safe, BCAS has supplemented our current conduct policy and guidelines with a statement
that links to the new BC Universal Code of Conduct.
BCAS strives to create inclusive, safe and welcoming spaces for all British Columbians to
participate in artistic swimming regardless of sexual orientation, gender identity, or
gender expression. We are helping our members to understand how to create Positive
Spaces for individuals that identify with the LGBTQI2S community.
Respect in Sport educates leaders, coaches, officials and participants to identify,
understand, and respond to issues of bullying, abuse, harassment and discrimination with the goal of creating a safe, healthy and respectful environment for all.
All BCAS Board, staff, coaches and officials are required to be RiS certified.
The Responsible Coaching Movement is a collaborative effort to ensure the impact of coaches
is a positive one for athletes and for Canadian sport. BCAS pledged to the RCM in 2018, committing to 3 key areas of focus that ensure athlete safety and protection: Rule of Two, Background Screening, Respect and Ethics Training.
The Coaching Association of Canada developed the Safe Sport Training module to help
anyone involved in sport to identify and prevent situations of maltreatment. We all share
the responsibility of creating a culture where everyone can thrive. Together, we can make
sport safe for everyone. All members are encouraged to complete the FREE training.
True Sport is a social movement for people who want sport in Canada to be a positive, enriching experience for everyone. A proud member since 2017, BCAS aims to live by the True Sport
Principles in all its programming. To guide our commitment, we have adopted the BCAS True
Sport Policy.
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BC Artistic Swimming
PO Box 42526, Columbia Square PO
New Westminster, BC V3M 6L7
604.333.3640
www.bcartisticswimming.ca
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Follow us on social media:
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